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Abstract Due to the global nature of intellectual
property (IP) infringements, a fair number of plaintiffs in Indian
IP cases turn out to be foreign entities with no offices or agents
in India. Such entities often appoint partners of law firms as
their constituted attorneys. However, Indian law prohibits an
advocate from acting in the dual capacity of a lawyer and client’s
representative. In this article, we discuss the law on the subject,
including case law involving IP law firms, and interview leading
IP law firms to understand their practices. We suggest strategies
which law firms can use to skirt the dual capacity issue, such as
appointing non-advocates as constituted attorneys.

I. I ntroduction
In 1991, India ushered in economic liberalisation by relaxing limits on
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). Today, FDI is permitted in most sectors of
the Indian economy without prior government approval. Nevertheless, several large multinational corporations (MNCs) still do not operate in India.
One reason is that a few key sectors, such as single-brand retail, aviation,
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and construction, were opened up to 100 percent FDI only very recently.1
Another is that in sectors where FDI is allowed without restrictions, many
MNCs have preferred to invest in China or the ASEAN region, as they are
perceived as providing a friendlier environment to foreign investors. 2 For
instance, despite no ostensible regulatory impediments and the promise of
a large middle-class consumer market, Burger King launched its first outlet
in India as late as 2014, 3 while Kia Motors will launch its first car in India
only in 2019.4
Given the global nature of IP infringements, many large MNCs with no
presence in India have found their rights being infringed in the country. This
is especially true in the context of trademark infringement. For example,
IKEA, whose entry to India was restricted until recently due to FDI limits in
retail, is reportedly battling against numerous usurpers of its mark in India,
including an entity that has obtained a trademark registration for IKEA. 5
Furthermore, even corporations confined to a small number of jurisdictions,
or even a single jurisdiction, have sued in India for passing off and/or trademark infringement. Examples include the Las Vegas Sands casino group,6
the British low-cost carrier EasyJet,7 and Jane Norman, a mid-sized clothing
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retailer little known outside the UK, which was the victim of a massive counterfeiting racket spanning across India.8
Thus, in contrast with some other areas of legal practice, it is not unusual
for plaintiffs in IP cases to be entities with no links to India. For such entities,
legal representation becomes an important preliminary issue. Such entities
usually prefer to appoint their lawyers as their constituted attorneys through
a power of attorney, rather than entrust the task to unknown third parties.
Naturally, this makes it easy for documents being filed before the court,
such as affidavits and undertakings, to be signed and processed quickly.
However, rules framed by the Bar Council of India prohibit an advocate
from acting or pleading in any matter in which he or she is “pecuniarily
interested”.9 Our article examines the hazards posed by this bar on ‘dual
capacity’ — a seemingly innocuous rule, but one that has been used against
some of India’s most well-known IP law firms by creating preliminary issues
regarding the maintainability of IP infringement suits.
In part I of our article, we discuss a leading decision regarding this provision. In part II, we discuss how this decision has affected IP law firms.
Here, we discuss findings of interviews with some of India’s leading IP law
firms, which we approached to inquire about their practices. We conclude by
suggesting strategies which law firms can use to skirt the dual capacity issue,
such as appointing non-advocates as constituted attorneys.

II. L aw

on dual capacity

From a pragmatic perspective, it is arguable that the practice of an advocate
acting in the additional capacity of a constituted attorney is not necessarily
an unconscionable breach of ethics. In many situations, it is impractical to
expect a litigant with no presence in India to entrust the responsibility of acting as a constituted attorney to an unknown third party, not least because of
the possibility of sensitive commercial information being compromised. The
possibility of the litigant directly signing documents and dispatching them
to India may be too expensive and time-consuming. Following the liberalisation of the Indian economy, many partners of law firms thus began to act
in a dual capacity. However, in ONGC v. Offshore Enterprises Inc.,10 the
Bombay High Court struck down this practice.
8
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ONGC v. Offshore Enterprises Inc., 1992 SCC OnLine Bom 497: AIR 1993 Bom 217
(“ONGC”).
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In ONGC, the partners of a law firm representing one of the parties
had filed affidavits in the court in the capacity of constituted attorneys. The
Bombay Incorporated Law Society and the Bar Council of Maharashtra and
Goa both made submissions to the court on the matter, the former seeking
a “middle ground” allowing dual capacity in a limited sphere, and the latter
opposing it completely.11 The court ultimately agreed with the Bar Council
of Maharashtra and Goa. It held that a constituted attorney is “merely entitled to ‘act’ and ‘appear’ for a party and has no right to ‘plead’ in a court”.12
The court observed:
It is unfortunate that a totally wrong practice has grown up in our Court
where one or the other partner of a solicitors’ firm signs pleadings and affidavits on behalf of a foreign client in pursuance of authorisation contained
in the power of attorney and the same firm of Advocates/Solicitors acts,
appears and pleads in a professional capacity.13
The court laid down, inter alia, the following two principles:
(a) An Advocate is not entitled to act in a professional capacity as well
as constituted attorney of a party in the same matter or cause. An
Advocate cannot combine the two roles. If a firm of Advocates is
appointed as Advocates by a Suitor, none of the partners of the
Advocates’ firm can act as recognised agents in pursuance of a power
of attorney concerning the same cause.
(b) The existing practice followed by the firm of advocates/solicitors/
attorneys, particularly in case of non-resident clients combining
the two roles, is opposed to law and is required to be discontinued
forthwith.14
The court also blocked the possibility of law firms bypassing the ruling
by naming one partner or associate in the vakalatnama and another in the
client’s power of attorney.15 The court remarked: “It is not sufficient that an
Advocate acts impartially. It is also necessary that the Advocate must always
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appear to act impartially.”16 Here, it can be contended that the court’s view
was in accordance with the provisions of the Indian Partnership Act of 1932,
which states that every partner is an agent of a partnership firm, and his or
her acts are binding upon the firm.17
The court’s ruling has since been followed by other High Courts, including another bench of the Bombay High Court18 and the Calcutta High
Court.19 In an IP law context, the dual capacity issue has arisen in multiple
IP infringement cases, discussed in the next section.

III. I mplications

for

IP Firms

In at least five reported IP cases heard by High Courts, the defendants in
question raised objections concerning dual capacity. In most of the cases,
the plaintiffs appeared to have a strong case with respect to the question of
IP infringement, thus suggesting that the defendants used the issue of dual
capacity as a stalling tactic.
In the first of the five cases, Columbia Pictures, based in the US, sued the
Indian cable operator, Siti Cable, for copyright infringement, for allegedly
showing their films without a licence. Siti Cable contended that Columbia
Pictures’ constituted attorney was an advocate in the law firm engaged by it
(which happens to be one of India’s top IP law firms). A single-judge bench
of the Delhi High Court rejected Columbia’s plaint and dismissed the suit.
Applying the ratio of ONGC, the judge held that the firm’s practice of acting
in a dual capacity was “opposed to law”.20 A two-judge bench of the Delhi
High Court reversed the order, on the technicality that Columbia’s constituted attorney, although an advocate, was not a part of the firm but was only
“associating with” the firm “in some legal work on a case to case basis”. 21
Thus, the constituted attorney of the firm and the partner of the firm, who
was engaged as Columbia’s advocate, were performing two separate roles.22
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The court also observed that the law firm in question, although styled as a
law firm and perceived to be one, was actually structured as a sole proprietorship. Thus, the Indian Partnership Act and the ratio of ONGC did not
apply to the firm. 23 The court clarified that it had “no quarrel with the legal
proposition enumerated in” ONGC. 24
In the second case, the same law firm and the constituted attorney were
once again involved. Here, Time Warner, based in the US, sued shopkeepers
in Delhi’s infamous Palika Bazaar for allegedly selling pirated copies of their
films.25 The defendants raised the same objection that Siti Cable had done in
Columbia Pictures. Once again, the Delhi High Court upheld the power of
attorney issued by Time Warner, on the same grounds. 26 The court further
held that even if the defendants’ objection was found to be valid, it would at
most be a “mere case of irregularity which can be subsequently corrected”.27
In the third case, Jolen, a US-based cosmetics company, filed a suit for
passing off and copyright infringement (in its logo) against an Indian defendant. 28 The defendant had appointed an advocate as its constituted attorney.
The Madras High Court held that the power of attorney appointing the
advocate was valid, as he was not acting in the capacity of an advocate.29
The court observed that “if an advocate is appointed to act as Power of
Attorney Agent”, it is permitted “so long as there is no conflict of interest
in the discharge of his professional duty and his duty as Power of Attorney
Agent”.30
In the fourth case, Montblanc, based in Germany, sued multiple defendants alleging trade mark infringement and passing off over the manufacture and sale of certain pens. Initially, Montblanc’s constituted attorney was
a partner in a reputed full-service law firm advising it, although she did
not plead herself. The Delhi High Court refused to lift an interim injunction against the defendants merely on account of what the court felt was an
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alleged “technical irregularity” that was anyways rectifiable.31 Montblanc
later appointed another person (a non-advocate not working with the law
firm) as its constituted attorney.32 Nevertheless, the defendants continued
to raise objections, and (somewhat cheekily) complained to the Bar Council
against the law firm partner, alleging moral turpitude. Frustratingly for
Montblanc, the case dragged on for over six years, despite a Supreme Court
order directing its speedy disposal.33
The last of the five cases was an IP infringement case involving a British oil
and gas company. The defendant raised objections over the plaintiff’s lawyers (belonging to a top IP law firm) also acting as constituted attorneys.34
The Delhi High Court, while referring to ONGC and Columbia Pictures,
reiterated that law was a noble profession and that “it would be professional
misconduct if a lawyer were to don two hats at the same time”.35 The court
further stated that foreign companies must respect the laws of India and
refrain from appointing law firms as their constituted attorneys.36 However,
the court dismissed the defendants’ plea on maintainability of the suit. The
court held that dual capacity is a mixed question of law and fact, and cannot
be raised at the appellate stage, which the defendants were doing.37
In most of the cases discussed above, the plaintiffs were fortunate to
have evaded the dual capacity hurdle using various procedural and technical
defences. However, as courts have repeatedly upheld the decision in ONGC,
in a more appropriate case, these defences may not apply and a court may
return the suit. Furthermore, in Columbia Pictures and Mont Blanc, the
dual capacity issue clearly delayed the case and resulted in additional hearings, presumably resulting in additional costs. Do lawyers at IP law firms
then still persist with dual capacity roles? Or, do they work around the
problem by approaching advocates who are not a part to the firm to act as
constituted attorneys (like in Columbia Pictures, Time Warner, and Jolen),
or even non-advocates (like in Mont Blanc)? To gain a sense of prevailing
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practices, we interviewed lawyers at four of India’s leading IP law firms and
one renowned full-service law firm with a strong IP department. All the
five firms represent a large number of MNCs and entities based overseas.
Collectively, the firms have represented clients in disputes in courts across
India.
Firm A informed us that their overseas clients, if unable to find an agent
in India, sign both the vakalatnama and the power of attorney (appointing constituted attorneys) in the name of the firm’s partners and associates.
Thus, the firm’s lawyers clearly act in a dual capacity in certain cases. In contrast, Firm B told us that it follows a strict policy of avoiding dual capacity.
Firm B ensures that a power of attorney is not executed in the name of its
lawyers and that a constituted attorney is not named in the vakalatnama as
the advocate. Firm C told us that it varies its practice, usually based on the
needs of the client. In some situations, the power of attorney names partners or associates of the firm as constituted attorneys, and the vakalatnama
contains the same names. In other situations, dual capacity is avoided. Firm
D informed us that it is extremely careful about avoiding dual capacity. The
firm ensures that the constituted attorney is always a non-advocate. This
may be someone recommended by the client or if the client has no reliable
contact in India, a clerk or secretary working at the firm. The firm ensures
that even an advocate unrelated to the firm is not appointed a constituted
attorney. Firm E gave us a similar answer.
If our small but formidable sample is an indication, there is no consistency
in practice across law firms. Some (perhaps most) firms scrupulously avoid
creating dual capacity for their lawyers, but others do not. With respect
to the latter approach, a few relevant factors should be mentioned which
also arose in the course of our interviews. First, in straightforward piracy
and counterfeiting cases, the defendants are typically small traders against
whom orders are often passed ex parte. These defendants frequently choose
not to appeal against orders. In such cases, the odds of a dual capacity-objection being raised are probably slim. Second, many cases of dual capacity
probably go unnoticed by defendants, possibly because most small traders
do not engage lawyers of high quality. Third, in some cases, the nature of
the infringement is immediate and needs to be stopped urgently such as the
online piracy of a current film, or impending pirated streaming of a live television programme, or a fly-by-night trademark counterfeiting racket. Here,
some overseas clients may simply not have enough time to arrange a reliable
third party to act as a constituted attorney and request their lawyer to do
so. Fourth, many clients may be very uncomfortable sharing sensitive commercial information with a third party and request their lawyers to act in a
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dual capacity even if advised against the risks of such a strategy. We must
also add that we are not certain if some of the firms we spoke to are actually
sole proprietorships, which style themselves as law firms and nominally designate certain experienced lawyers as “partners”.

IV. Conclusion
This article has dealt with a fairly dry procedural topic, but one with important implications for IP practitioners. Of the precedents we have discussed,
none really proved to be fatal for plaintiffs. The only adverse order was
perhaps that of the single-judge bench in Columbia Pictures, which too
was reversed on appeal. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, the dual capacity issue did lead to additional delays and litigation costs, and, in a more
appropriate case, can seriously prejudice an otherwise strong claim for IP
infringement. In India, where defendants routinely use procedural laws to
delay cases, dual capacity is a potential minefield that can and should be
avoided — even in cases where sole proprietorships are involved. Law firms
can easily avoid dual capacity by entrusting non-advocates within the firm
to act as constituted attorneys, as Firms D and E do. Other than secretaries and clerks, many IP law firms also hire scientific and technical experts,
without law degrees, as patent agents (in India, non-advocates with science
degrees are eligible to appear for the patent agent examination). Thus, there
seems little reason for IP law firms to persist with creating dual capacity
roles for their lawyers.

